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ROBERT BAIIIE, 1599-1662,
Principal of Glasgow University

1. Page
1-135. A conference by letters with a Canterbury Minister anent the Arminian tenet of the Saint’s apostasia.
137-152. Duorum studiosorum de geniculatione collatio.
152-250. A peaceable consideration of a paper against kneeling.
261-367. An answer to the last reply for the ten reasons...
369-457. Commentariolus de praecipuis Pontificorum armoribus.
459-497. Tractatus de fomra et causa justificationis... [Incomplete]
[174 blank leaves. Text then starts upside down from the other end.]
1 leaf. My brothers books [list].
pp.1-22. Oratio in Academia Glasguennalis comitibus habita a R.B. anno 1627...
pp.23-30 Oratio in laudes linguae Hebraeae in Academia comitibus [1629]...
7 leaves. At Carnbrue, July 22, 1706. A list of R.B.'s books.
1 leaf. Books wanting [list].

2. Letters and journals, 1637-62. Folio. 3v. in 4. Date of copy 1701 (see end of v.5).

